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This paper aims to further an understanding of the nature and function of

analogising and mental simulation in design through an analysis of the

transcripts of two engineering design meetings. Analogies were coded for

‘purpose’ and in terms of whether they were within-domain or between-domain.

Mental simulations were coded for ‘focus’: technical/functional or end-user. All

expressions of uncertainty were also identified. Analogies were found to be

typically between-domain (indicative of innovative reasoning) and were evenly

distributed across solution generation, function finding and explanation. Mental

simulations were predominantly technical/functional. Our most striking

observation was that analogies and mental simulations were associated with

conditions of uncertainty. We propose that analogising and mental simulation

are strategies deployed to resolve uncertainty e a claim that is supported by the

fact that uncertainty levels returned to baseline values at the end of analogising

and simulation episodes.
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A
nalogical reasoning involves accessing and transferring previously ac-

quired knowledge of objects, attributes and relations to support cur-

rent problem solving and decision making activities. Such reasoning

has long been viewed as central to intelligent thought and creative cognition

(Gentner and Stevens, 1983; Holyoak and Thagard, 1995; Schank, 1999),

with recent studies confirming the importance of analogising for scientific dis-

covery (Dunbar and Blanchette, 2001), organisational management (Bearman

et al., 2007), and innovative product development (Visser, 1996; Casakin and

Goldschmidt, 1999; Ball et al., 2004; Casakin, 2004). A recent study by Chris-

tensen and Schunn (2007) has further clarified the key characteristics of ana-

logising in design via a detailed ‘in vivo’ examination of design meetings in

an international R&D company specialising in the design of medical plastics.

Around 9 h of discussion by a core design team was analysed, with transcripts
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spanning the first five months of a design project. Christensen and Schunn’s

(2007) analysis indicated that analogising was a frequent strategy deployed

by the team, with analogies serving three primary functions or purposes: prob-

lem identification, problem solving, and explaining (cf. Bearman et al.’s, 2007,

evidence for two primary functions of analogising in management decision

making: problem solving and illustration). In addition to their function-ori-

ented characterisation of design analogies, Christensen and Schunn (2007)

also coded analogies in terms of their ‘distance’ from the domain of medical

plastics. Using a binary classification system of within-domain versus between-

domain they revealed that within-domain analogies prevailed during problem

identification, whilst between-domain analogies prevailed during explanation.

In contrast, solution generation was characterised by an equal distribution of

within-domain and between-domain analogies.
The DTRS7 dataset afforded an opportunity to delve further into issues sur-

rounding analogising in design. By focusing on the engineering meetings (E1

and E2) we aimed to replicate and extend Christensen and Schunn’s (2007) ev-

idence that analogies are used for different purposes in innovative design situ-

ations. Likewise, we wished to validate the links between analogical purpose

and analogical distance. Finally, we aimed to examine the relation between

analogising and ‘epistemic uncertainty’. The latter concept refers to situations

where people have metacognitive awareness of the limitations of their current

knowledge or understanding (e.g., Davidson et al., 1996; Quayle and Ball,

2000). Epistemic uncertainty is integral to non-routine design contexts

(Schlosser and Paredis, 2007), where the complex, multi-facetted and ill-

defined nature of problems means that designers are continually working at

the extremity of their current knowledge. One idea that we wanted to examine

was whether analogising may be a strategy that is deployed under conditions

of uncertainty in order to reduce or resolve such uncertainty. For example, de-

signers may use analogies to enhance their grasp of poorly understood design

requirements and constraints, to clarify the nature of ill-defined problems, to

inform the completion of partially developed solution concepts, or to augment

the communication of vague ideas.
In addition to inspecting the engineering transcripts for instances of analogis-

ing we also aimed to examine them for evidence of another cognitive strategy,

‘mental simulation’, where a sequence of interdependent events is consciously

enacted or ‘run’ in a dynamic mental model to determine cause-effect relation-

ships and to predict likely outcomes (Gentner, 2002; Nersessian, 2002). Model-

based mental simulation appears to be primarily an evaluative strategy, where

the designer’s imagination is used to test out ideas and validate solution con-

cepts. There are certainly striking personal accounts in the literature signifying

the importance of mental simulation in design and architecture. For example,

Frank Lloyd Wright’s famous anecdote of the design for Fallingwater (one of
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Analogical reasoning an
the USA’s most acclaimed residential buildings) indicates that before commit-

ting ideas to the drafting board he was able to: ‘Conceive the building in the

imagination, not on paper but in the mind, thoroughly.’ (Tafel, 1979).

The mental models that underpin the process of mental simulation are as-

sumed to involve qualitative rather than quantitative reasoning, relying,

for example, on ordinal relationships and relative judgements (Forbus,

1997). Thus when running mental models people neither estimate precise

values and quantities nor carry out mathematical computations in predicting

device behaviour. Despite lacking a focus on exact quantifications, however,

such mental simulations can be very powerful, having the great advantage of

facilitating the process of reasoning on the basis of incomplete knowledge.

In mechanical domains there is also evidence that the inferential processes

associated with mental models are modal and analogous to the physical

properties of the systems and processes being simulated (Hegarty and

Just, 1993; Schwartz and Black, 1996; Hegarty et al., 2003). In essence,

then, mental simulation provides a relatively quick and cognitively econom-

ical way for an individual to test out the behaviour of a physical system, in-

cluding how a system might function under changed circumstances or with

altered features.

In strategic terms mental simulation would seem to be especially useful in

creative domains such as science and design, where tasks involve constructing

novel solutions within a large space of possibilities. Previous studies using

verbal protocol analysis have confirmed the important role of mental simu-

lation in both domains. For example, Trickett et al. (2005) located the pres-

ence of mental model ‘runs’ in the protocols of scientists conducting data

analysis, whilst Christensen and Schunn (in press-b) identified key instances

of mental simulation in design protocols. The latter research tested three core

assumptions of mental simulation theories: that mental simulations are run

under situations associated with subjective uncertainty; that mental simula-

tions of possibilities inform reality through inferences that reduce uncer-

tainty; and that the role of mental simulations is approximate and inexact.

Christensen and Schunn (in press-b) successfully demonstrated support for

all three assumptions: initial representations in simulations had higher than

baseline levels of uncertainty; uncertainty was reduced after the simulation

run; and resulting representations contained more ‘approximate’ references

than either baseline data or initial representations. The DTRS7 dataset (de-

scribed in more detail in the editorial section of this issue) presented an op-

portunity to examine further the links between mental simulation and

uncertainty in an attempt to generalise and extend Christensen and Schunn’s

(in press-b) findings.

In summary, our aims in the work presented here were to pursue a detailed

protocol analysis of the transcripts of the two engineering meetings in order
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Extract 1 E1, Example of w
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247 a
248 an
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250 Tommy th
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to further an understanding of how mental simulation and analogising may be

linked to epistemic uncertainty. Although the analyses that we present below

follow on closely from previous research we note that our approach departs

from earlier studies in terms of both the intended breadth of interest on the

three concepts of analogising, mental simulation and uncertainty, and the in-

tended depth of analysis in relation to the nature and function of different

‘types’ of analogising and mental simulation.

1 Transcript coding
In order to divide up the engineering meetings of the DTRS7 dataset into dis-

crete units of spoken discourse we decided to use the line-based segmentation

scheme already present in the meeting transcripts. Our analysis, therefore,

involved a total of 3886 line-segments of data (henceforth simply referred to

as ‘segments’). Below we describe the approach that we adopted to code the

protocols for occurrences of analogies, mental simulation and epistemic uncer-

tainty. Individual codes appear in SMALL CAPS.

1.1 Coding of analogies
The transcripts were coded for presence of ANALOGY by applying Christensen

and Schunn’s (2007) approach. Any time a designer referred to another source

of knowledge and attempted to transfer concepts from that source to the target

domain then this reference was coded as an analogy. All analogies were also

coded for ANALOGICAL DISTANCE using a binary categorisation scheme where

within-domain analogies involved mappings from sources that related to tools,

mechanisms and processes associated with graphical production and printing,

whilst between-domain analogies involved mappings frommore distant sources

(see Extracts 1 and 2).
ithin-domain analogy

r thing to to think about is in almost all cases when I look at pens
t from re-wired sort of micropens the th- tip is actually the
t part of the product whereas in what we’re looking at it could
be as wide or wider-

etween-domain analogy

pen that looks like this and you just put water in it um er the best
alogy I can think of is er if you like wet t-shirt eect where-
augh]
e top layer the top layer of paper gets wet
aughs]
ee top layer of material gets wet and reveals what’s underneath it
right
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Extract 3 E1, Example of p
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172 Tommy yeah th
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We also coded analogies for ANALOGICAL PURPOSE (i.e., the goal or function of

the analogy) using a tripartite scheme based on that developed by Christensen

and Schunn (2007). This scheme (see Extracts 3e5) categorised analogical pur-

pose in terms of:

� problem identification e noticing a possible problem in the emerging

design, where the problem was taken from an analogous source domain

� solution generation e transferring possible solution concepts from the

source domain to the target domain

� explanation e using a concept from the source domain to explain some

aspect of the target domain to members of the design team.
roblem identification analogy

in some ways we should think about the fact it isn’t even a pen
e a pen you you’ll always learn to write from left to right whether
left handed or right handed so actually what you end up doing is
nded people is you smudge over over your work which is a problem
ually with this you’re dragging it you’re not pushing it are you
ople will drag it

olution-generation analogy

garage door type of thing
sh the button then it goes open
t’s probably overly complicated
door well it could be a roller
r door

xplanation analogy

is is a bit like photographic paper in a way where you’re erm
ping what’s on the paper whereas here you’re just enabling the bits
d to print so here you’re kind of getting in to normal text

nction-finding analogy

’s intriguing sort of like a like a could be like a finger puppet
’t it
s wearing it like a finger puppet e the feel of it might be fun
y so you can make you can make the footprints-
nk I think the sort of design not very good at ()
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During the application of this a priori coding scheme, however, we found that

a significant number of analogies were not readily categorisable as oriented to-

ward problem identification, solution generation or explanation. Thus a new

analogy purpose emerged from the transcripts relating to situations involving

the active mapping of new functions to the design form currently being devel-

oped (i.e., a thermal printing pen). We refer to this new analogy type as func-

tion finding (see Extract 6). With the addition of this category to the scheme it

was possible to code all analogies within the transcripts.

1.2 Coding of mental simulations
The codes relating to the presence of MENTAL SIMULATION were based on those

developed by Christensen and Schunn (in press-b), which were, themselves,

adapted from Trickett and Trafton (2002). A mental model ‘run’ is taken to

be a mentally constructed model of a situation, phenomenon, object or system

of objects that is grounded either in memory or in the mental modification of

design artefacts that are currently present. As such, mental simulation enables

designers to reason about new possible states of a design artefact in terms of its

perceptual qualities, functions, features or attributes, but without the need for
echnical/functional simulation

there’s two forces there isn’t there [bangs it]
there’s sort of the
momentum of the thing itself
mmm
yeah it’s not going to be anything like this heavy is it
no well as I say you need to shock that down ()
þþþ
er
you’re smash you’re gonna smash the edge of this
protective sheath
before this does anything in here
yeah also they’re not that () made out of ceramic and glass
mmm I think that’s-I think that the other other protective
thing is whether
they smash it o the table before momentum

nd-user simulation

I think if I was in their shoes using this I’d prefer
they’d be something where
I decide whether it’s in the right position or whether I
want something
lighting up and saying der-derrr-
mmm
that kind of thing
well there’s a bit of training there isn’t it
true but it it’s kind of patronising to have these sort
of lights
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Analogical reasoning an
physical manipulation of the actual artefact. Mental simulations are not lim-

ited merely to technical design properties, but can also relate to envisioning

a whole range of changed circumstances, including those arising from end-

user interactions with the design artefact. We coded SIMULATION TYPE in the

present transcripts using a binary scheme (see Extracts 7 and 8) whereby sim-

ulations related either to: technical/functional aspects of the product (e.g., al-

tering its form, function, or features); or end-user behaviour associated with

the product (e.g., people’s use habits, usability comprehension, or interaction

experience).
Notwithstanding the different foci of mental simulations, their key feature

involves a simulation ‘run’ that alters mental representations to produce

a change of state. What this means is that mental simulations entail a spe-

cific sequence of representational changes, beginning with the creation of an

initial representation, then involving the running of that representation

(where it is modified by spatial transformations where elements or functions

may be extended, added to, deleted, etc.), and ending up with a final, altered

representation (Christensen and Schunn, in press-b). These three elements

(initial representation, simulation run, and changed representation) are

not mutually exclusive, but could occur in the same protocol segment in

the present transcripts, although typically they extended over several

segments.

1.3 Coding of uncertainty
Epistemic UNCERTAINTY was coded using a purely syntactic approach e adap-

ted from Trickett et al. (2005) and Christensen and Schunn (in press-b) e

which employs ‘hedge words’ to locate segments displaying uncertainty. In

the present analysis these hedge words included terms like ‘probably’, ‘sort

of’, ‘guess’, ‘maybe’, ‘possibly’, ‘don’t know’, ‘[don’t] think’, ‘[not] certain’

and ‘believe’. Segments containing these words were located and were coded
‘uncertainty present’ segment (bold typeface) and an ‘uncertainty absent’ segment

my arg what I was trying to say before is erm you could do
it with one
switch if if the casework say the casework is comes out
f-further out errm
þþþ it may or may not work erm [it may or may not work erm [clears throatclears throat] if you what it] if you what it
does is you’vedoes is you’ve
got one switch that if it’s but if it’s on and back i-it works
but then if you pivot
pivot this can pivot a bit but it but it pivots more on the
c- but the case
if you pivot a little bit on the c-the case comes in contact
and it starts to
come away
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Table 1 Kappa coefficients for inter-coder reliability

Coding category Kappa coefficient

UNCERTAINTY .88
ANALOGY .77
ANALOGICAL PURPOSE .85
ANALOGICAL DISTANCE .99
MENTAL SIMULATION .75
SIMULATION TYPE .71
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as uncertainty present e but only if it was also clear that the hedge words were

not simply being stated as politeness markers by members of the design team.

All segments that were not coded as uncertainty present were coded as uncer-

tainty absent (see Extract 9 for an example). Segments containing uncertainty

made up 13% of the dataset.

1.4 Inter-coder reliability checks
The second author acted as primary coder. To assess coding consistency an in-

dividual who was not associated with this research coded 1 h of data (segments

500e1771 from E1). This independent coder received general training in pro-

tocol analysis and was also given some familiarisation and practice with the

present coding categories using ‘spare’ data from the transcripts. All coding

categories reached acceptable levels of reliability (i.e., greater than .70), with

near perfect reliability for analogy type. Kappa reliability coefficients are

reported in Table 1.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Analogies
Across the two transcripts we identified 147 unique analogies, which ranged

from 1 to 20 segments, averaging 3.5 segments per analogy. Analogies thus

made up 13% of the segments across E1 and E2 and are clearly used frequently

by the present designers during their product development meetings.

2.2 Analogical distance
Of the 147 analogies produced the vast majority (84%) were between-domain,

with 16% within-domain. Previous evidence (Dahl and Moreau, 2002; Chris-

tensen and Schunn, in press-a) suggests that distant analogies have a positive

effect on the estimated originality of resulting product designs. Thus our obser-

vation of very high levels of distant analogising in the present context may in-

dicate that an elevated level of innovative design was taking place. Our findings

here contrast with Christensen and Schunn’s (2007) results, which revealed that

within-domain and between-domain analogies were equally distributed across

team design meetings in the area of medical plastics. Such discrepant findings

may reflect domain differences between engineering sub-disciplines; alterna-

tively, this discrepancy may have a basis in the different goals of the meetings
Design Studies Vol 30 No. 2 March 2009



Analogical reasoning an
in the two studies. In the present case the designers were primarily engaged in

brainstorming activities aimed at solving problems associated with the print

head mounting and pen format. Such brainstorming e with its emphasis on

the creative exploration of the design space e may well encourage a focus on

distant analogies rather than close ones. In addition, the present designers

had been specifically requested prior to E1 to do some ‘homework’ so that

they could come prepared with ‘a product (or a picture of a product) that

has to glide smoothly over contours’. This request would be likely to focus

the designers on distant analogies rather thanwithin-domain ones. In Christen-

sen and Schunn’s (2007) study, in contrast, the designers were developing im-

provements to an existing product; this may have encouraged more within-

domain analogising linked to aspects of similar products, rather than far-flung

between-domain analogising.

2.3 Analogical purpose
Analogies were fairly evenly distributed in terms of their purpose across the

categories of solution generation (37%), function finding (33%) and explanation

(27%), with only a minority being directed toward problem identification (3%).

The level of analogy-based problem identification in the present study is mark-

edly lower than that observed by Christensen and Schunn (2007), and, we

wonder if this may again be a consequence of discrepancies in the broader

goals of the project meetings in the two studies. In particular, since Christensen

and Schunn’s designers were striving to refine an existing product, then it

makes perfect sense that problem identification would have been a key activity

that could have been bootstrapped through analogising. In the present study,

however, problem identification was arguably not a priority since for both of

the engineering meetings a number of ‘problems’ had already been presented

to the design team as givens. For example, in relation to E1 a set of four

problems had been stipulated in advance as a focus for the meeting, namely,

keeping the print head level; protecting the print head; activating the print

head; and constraining the print head angle. It is unlikely, then, that these

pre-identified problems would have fuelled any further analogy-based prob-

lem identification. Instead, analogy-based solution generation and explana-

tion would have been the more likely outcome of having been presented

with problems to solve as part of the design brief (which is precisely what

was observed).

Despite the plausibility of these proposals we note that the high prevalence of

function finding as a form of analogising in the present protocols is curious

given that the purpose of such analogising has little to do with actually solving

pre-identified problems. This type of analogising e which we believe has not

previously been discovered in the literature e was observed when designers ac-

tively searched for novel ways in which the thermal printing pen might oper-

ate, and involved the mapping of a potential function from a source domain

onto the existing design form in the target domain. Such analogising, whilst
d mental simulation in design 177



Table 2 Distribution of analogy types across ‘function-before-form’ and ‘form-before-function’ episodes

Function-before-form episodes Form-before-function episodes

problem identification 5 0
solution generation 52 1
explanation 30 10
function finding 6 43

Table 3 Mean analogical d

problem identification
solution generation
explanation
function finding

178
not specifically related to problem solving, may well have been a consequence

of the remit of these meetings as being to engage in brainstorming, the very

point of which is to pursue a creative exploration of the design space. Al-

though much of the brainstorming in the present meetings was focused on

the required set of ‘problems’ that needed to be solved, it appears that the

team’s brainstorming also transitioned (either strategically or inadvertently)

into phases of exploratory concept generation fuelled by function-finding

analogies.
This latter form-before-function activity involved designers taking the novel

mechanical form and reflecting on what could be done with it in terms of func-

tions. This is a very different process to ‘design-as-usual’, which progresses in

a function-before-formmanner, where functional requirements need to be real-

ised as a blueprint for an implementable artefact. To examine further the re-

lation between different types of analogising and different types of design

activity we coded transcripts in terms of the overall design question being pur-

sued. In this way we were able to identify two primary types of design episode:

a single form-before-function episode and three function-before-form epi-

sodes. (NB: Two other episodes related to ‘introductory comments’ and

were excluded from the analysis.) The distribution of analogies across these

two episode types is shown in Table 2. It is apparent that the episode where

designers were seeking new functions for the existing form was associated

with nearly all of the function-finding analogies and relatively few of the other

types of analogies, an effect that was highly reliable with a chi-square analysis,

c2(3)¼ 87.85, p< .001.
istance scores (plus standard deviations) for analogy types

Mean Standard deviation

1.00 .00
1.80 .41
1.83 .38
1.98 .14
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Table 4 Number of segments revealing presence versus absence of uncertainty before, during and after
analogies as well as for baseline segments

uncertainty absent uncertainty present

Baseline segments 2325 325
Five segments before analogy 309 49
Segments during analogy 421 93
Five segments after analogy 313 51

Table 5 Number of simulat
uncertainty

simulation present
simulation absent

Analogical reasoning an
2.4 The relation between analogical distance
and analogical purpose
It is also of interest to know whether the analogical distance parameter (i.e.,

the extent to which analogies are within-domain or between-domain) varies in

relation to analogical purpose. To examine this issue we conducted a one-

way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), with analogical distance as the depen-

dent variable (1¼within-domain; 2¼ between-domain) and with analogical

purpose as the independent variable (see Table 3 for descriptive data). This

analysis revealed a reliable effect of analogical purpose, F(3,146)¼ 14.04,

p< .001. From Table 3 it is apparent that analogies linked to problem identi-

fication were exclusively within-domain, whilst all other analogy types were

predominantly between-domain, with function-finding analogies being mark-

edly between-domain in nature. Post hoc analyses using Tukey HSD tests

confirmed that problem identification analogies were significantly different in

analogical distance to all other analogies (ps< .001). Function-finding analo-

gies were also significantly different to solution-generation analogies

(p¼ .03), being more between-domain in nature.

2.5 Analogies and uncertainty
Our analysis also explored the existence of a possible association between ana-

logising and epistemic uncertainty. We applied the binary scheme described

previously to categorise all protocol segments in terms of presence or absence

of uncertainty. Our analysis then focused on the number of segments during

analogies that showed either presence or absence of uncertainty, and com-

pared these values with those for the five segments before the analogy, the

five segments after the analogy, and all remaining segments (the latter provid-

ing a baseline measure). Table 4 indicates that only analogies had uncertainty

levels that were elevated above baseline, an effect that was reliable with
ion present and simulation absent segments revealing presence versus absence of

uncertainty absent uncertainty present

892 202
2476 316

d mental simulation in design 179
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a chi-square analysis, c2(3)¼ 12.89, p< .005. This very tight temporal cou-

pling between analogising and uncertainty suggests that analogies are instan-

tiated coincident with situations of design uncertainty whilst also facilitating

the resolution of such uncertainty (since post-analogy segments resume base-

line uncertainty levels). This makes a lot of sense in that analogising involves

exploratory reasoning about concepts and mappings that are synchronised to

deal with immediate design uncertainties, with these concepts and mappings

typically being helpful in removing doubts and improving understanding.

2.6 Mental simulation
Across the two engineering transcripts we located 130 unique mental simula-

tions (83 technical/functional; 47 end-user). These ranged from 3 to 25 seg-

ments, averaging at 8.4 segments per simulation. Simulations thus made up

28% of the segments within the transcripts. Of the 130 simulations, 124 con-

tained identifiable segments for all three simulation parts: initial representa-

tion, simulation run, resulting representation.

2.7 Mental simulation and uncertainty
To examine whether mental simulations are associated with epistemic uncer-

tainty we compared the coded segments that had been categorised in terms

of the presence or absence of uncertainty (see Section 2.5 above) with the seg-

ments where simulation was present or where simulation was absent. The data

from this analysis are presented in Table 5. It is evident that segments where

simulation was present show a higher association with uncertainty compared

to segments where simulation was absent. This effect was highly reliable with

a chi-square analysis, c2(1)¼ 24.75, p< .001.

Having demonstrated an association between mental simulation and uncer-

tainty our next focus was on examining the temporal relationship between sim-

ulation and uncertainty in terms of changes in uncertainty over the three stages

of simulations: initial representation, simulation run, and resulting representa-

tion. To pursue this analysis we first calculated the proportion of uncertainty

segments in each stage to provide mean uncertainty scores for the initial rep-

resentation, the simulation run, and the resulting representation. A paired-

samples t-test revealed that initial representations had significantly higher un-

certainty scores (Mean¼ 26%) than resulting representations (Mean¼ 15%),

t(125)¼ 2.58, p¼ .011, two-tailed. Likewise, simulation runs had significantly

higher uncertainty scores (Mean¼ 23%) than resulting representations

(Mean¼ 15%), t(124)¼ 2.43, p¼ .016, two-tailed. Whilst the difference in un-

certainty between initial representations and simulation runs was not reliable,

t(126)¼ 0.71, p¼ .48, two-tailed, the essential pattern of results clearly indi-

cates that mental simulations are serving to reduce uncertainty over time.

It is also worth noting that the baseline measure for uncertainty across all seg-

ments where simulation was absent was 13%. One-sample t-tests comparing
Design Studies Vol 30 No. 2 March 2009



Extract 10 E1, Analogising (bold typeface) occurring in association with mental simulation

1341 Alan is there is there an issue anyway erm guys with there
being or having to be

1342 or a benefit by having like a stand-by mode so it’s
either completely

1343 switched o with or without the cap on it or there’s
like a stand-by mode

1344 where it’s sort of semi-warm but it’s ready for
action quickly

1345 Tommy it has a home so a docking stationdocking station
1346 Alan yeah nice one
1347 Tommy we could charge it in there as well plus it might be

over budget but let’s not
1348 worry about that for now
1349 Alan yeah so a docking station what would the docking station

look like
1350 (charge)
1351 Tommy well it would just be a cradlecradle it would just be somewhere

for it to live
1352 when you’re not using it like a little protector
1353 like an inkwellinkwell
1354 Alan yeah
1355 Tod [laugh] like a quillquill
1356 Rodney a quillquill that means it’s not something that you could put

in your pencil case

Table 6 The distribution o
simulations

Initial representation
Simulation run
Resulting representation

Analogical reasoning an
each simulation stage against this baseline revealed that both initial represen-

tations and simulation runs were significantly above baseline levels of

uncertainty: t(128)¼ 3.81, p< .001, two-tailed, and t(127)¼ 3.25, p¼ .002,

two-tailed, respectively. The difference between resulting representations and

baseline uncertainty was not reliable, t(126)¼ 0.72, p¼ .47, two-tailed,

suggesting that by the end of the simulation uncertainty had diminished to

baseline levels. Overall, then, our analysis of the temporal associations

between mental simulation and uncertainty replicated Christensen and

Schunn’s (in press-b) observations. Our data thus appear to validate the hy-

pothesis that mental simulation is a strategic aspect of design cognition that

functions to reduce epistemic uncertainty.

2.8 The association between mental simulation and
analogising
One final issue of considerable interest concerns the possible existence of

meaningful associations between mental simulation and analogising. To
f analogies as a function of their starting point within the three stages of mental

Analogical purpose

solution generation explanation function finding

16 4 9
3 4 3
1 8 0
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examine this issue we first determined whether any analogies were embedded

or partly embedded within mental simulations in the sense that the analogies

‘started’ within some part of the simulation, whether in the initial representa-

tion, the simulation run, or the resulting representation. It transpired that 48

analogies showed a direct association with mental simulations (see Extract 10

for examples of analogising arising during mental simulation).

It was also possible to examine the way in which analogies having different

‘purposes’ were linked to mental simulations. Table 6 shows a breakdown of

different types of analogies as a function of their actual starting point within

the simulation. The distribution of analogies reveals some intriguing results.

First, solution-generation and function-finding analogies appear early in the

mental simulation, seemingly being ‘generative’ in nature (arguably producing

novel variations that are explored in the subsequent run). Second, explanatory

analogies tend to appear later in the mental simulation, seemingly arising in

order to explain the simulation run or to explain the resulting representation.

It was not appropriate to apply a chi-square analysis to the data in Table 6

since 6 cells within the contingency table had expected counts of less than 5.

We therefore combined the simulation run and resulting representation cate-

gories into a single ‘late stage’ category. A comparison of solution-generation

analogies versus explanation analogies confirmed the contrasting distribution

of these analogy types across the ‘early’ versus ‘late’ stages of the mental sim-

ulation process, p< .002, two-tailed, Fisher’s Exact test. A similar comparison

of function finding versus explanation analogies also confirmed the contrasting

distribution of these analogy types across the early versus late stages of the

mental simulation, p< .02, two-tailed, Fisher’s Exact test.

3 General discussion
Our aim in this paper was to use the two engineering transcripts to pursue a de-

tailed analysis of analogising and simulation strategies in design, with a close

eye on the potential role of these strategies in dealing with the epistemic uncer-

tainties that typically arise in design contexts (Schlosser and Paredis, 2007).

Our previous research has indicated that epistemic uncertainty is critically

related to:

� switches between breadth-first and depth-first modes of design develop-

ment (Ball and Ormerod, 1995; Ball et al., 1997)

� strategic recourse to ‘satisficing’ heuristics in design evaluation (Ball

et al., 1998)

� transitions from structural to functional modes of representation during

the sketching of design objects (Kavakli et al., 1998; Scrivener et al., 2000)

In this study we wished to examine possible associations between epistemic un-

certainty and strategies based around analogising and mental simulation.
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Christensen and Schunn (in press-b) have already provided some compelling

evidence that mental simulations are run under situations of subjective uncer-

tainty to enable inferences that subsequently reduce such uncertainty. The

DTRS7 dataset provided an excellent opportunity to validate this finding

with a different design team working in a different design context and tackling

a different engineering design task. Likewise, although previous research has

informed our understanding of the nature of analogical reasoning in design

(Christensen and Schunn, 2007; Ball et al., 2004; Casakin, 2004), we are not

aware of studies that have attempted to draw links between analogising and

epistemic uncertainty.

In terms of key findings, our analyses revealed that analogising and mental

simulation are indeed intimately associated with situations of epistemic uncer-

tainty in design. In the case of analogising, analogies were found to be tempo-

rally coupled with situations involving expressions of uncertainty, whereas

pre-analogy and post-analogy segments revealed levels of uncertainty that

were close to baseline values. Our interpretation of these observations is

that analogical reasoning is a core design strategy that is instantiated coinci-

dent with situations of design uncertainty, serving to facilitate the resolution

of such uncertainty. Turning to mental simulation, our analysis replicated

Christensen and Schunn’s (in press-b) findings and demonstrated that mental

simulations arise concurrent with situations of uncertainty and, moreover,

that levels of uncertainty dissipate to baseline values over the course of simu-

lations. A further intriguing aspect of our analysis was that analogies were ob-

served to interleave with mental simulations. Analogies within mental

simulations that are aimed at solution generation and function finding appear

to have a ‘generative’ role in design, whereby solution ideas are produced that

are then explored and evaluated in subsequent simulation runs. On the other

hand, explanatory analogies within mental simulations are mainly invoked to

explain the nature of the simulation run or resulting representation; as such,

they appear primarily in the later stages of mental simulations.

The existence of function-finding analogies in the present transcripts seems

a unique observation that appears not to have been identified previously.

We also note that these function-finding analogies were associated with

a ‘form-before-function’ mode of design reasoning, with a single, extended ep-

isode of such reasoning being apparent in the transcripts. Form-before-func-

tion activity is rather different to the more typical ‘function-before-form’

reasoning seen in many design situations, and its occurrence is suggestive of

some distinctive characteristics of the DTRS7 engineering design meetings

(see Finke et al., 1992, for other evidence e as well as a cognitive model e

of a form-before-function approach in creative invention and design). In par-

ticular, we propose that the focus of the meetings on brainstorming may have

shifted the design team into a creatively rich phase of exploratory concept gen-

eration fuelled by function-finding analogies. It would be valuable to
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determine if this observation can be replicated in other brainstorming-oriented

design meetings. Our analyses also permitted examination of the nature of sim-

ulation types and analogy types in design using previously identified categories

(e.g. technical/functional versus end-user simulations, within-domain versus

between-domain analogies, and problem identification versus solution-gener-

ation analogies). Our data here were broadly consistent with previous findings

(Christensen and Schunn, 2007, in press-b) with discrepancies across studies

being interpretable in terms of differences in the goals of the design teams

(e.g., the brainstorming remit in the present context could account for the in-

crease in between-domain analogies in comparison to the rates observed in

earlier research).

By way of some final comments, we briefly reflect on how our examination of

analogy, mental simulation and uncertainty in design relates to ideas presented

byother researcherswhohave analysed theDTRS7protocols. The analysis that

relatesmost closely toour own is that undertakenbyStacey et al. (forthcoming),

which discusses designers’ references to previous design objects and the role that

such references play in design thinking, including analogy-based design reason-

ing. These authors are critical of our own analogy-categorisation scheme (also

used by Christensen and Schunn, 2007) that codes analogies in terms of ‘pur-

poses’ such as problem identification, solution generation and explanation.

We would argue, however, that our current analysis appears to validate this

coding approach since we were readily able to categorise all design analogies

with high levels of inter-coder reliability. Moreover, the way in which different

analogy types were distributed across distinct phases of mental simulations at-

tests to the sensitivity of the coding scheme to interesting nuances in design ac-

tivity. We are also sceptical about Stacey et al.’s (forthcoming) attempt to

extend an analogy coding scheme through the addition of new categories

such as that of ‘prepackaged analogies’ (solution-generation analogies pro-

duced when designers are working alone that are then relayed within the meet-

ing context). We suggest that describing solution-generation analogies as

prepackaged adds a confusing temporal dimension to a purpose-oriented cod-

ing scheme. Prepackaged analogies are clearly generative in nature whether

they arise prior to or during a meeting. At the same time, we note that Stacey

et al.’s (forthcoming) focus on object references in design is far broader than

ours, andwe applaud their attempt to extend the analysis of prior object knowl-

edge beyond concernswith analogicalmapping. For example, wewelcome their

identification of object references that are used to set up contrast classes that de-

finewhat a current design should not be like (what they term ‘synthesis by exclu-

sion’).We also value their observation thatmappings fromprevious objects can

blend in complex ways that suggest creative design ideas.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we believe that analysing the DTRS7 engineering transcripts for

instances of analogising, mental simulation and uncertainty has provided
Design Studies Vol 30 No. 2 March 2009
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valuable insights into central aspects of processing in innovative design con-

texts. In particular, we have replicated and extended previous findings linking

epistemic uncertainty to key design strategies. In addition, we have been

alerted to novel issues that will be important to examine in the future, such

as the role of function-finding analogies as a dominant aspect of form-before-

function reasoning in creative design.
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